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Accelerating Gossip-Based Deep Learning in
Heterogeneous Edge Computing Platforms

Rui Han , Shilin Li , Xiangwei Wang, Chi Harold Liu , Senior Member, IEEE,

Gaofeng Xin, and Lydia Y. Chen

Abstract—With the exponential growth of data created at the network edge, decentralized and Gossip-based training of deep learning

(DL) models on edge computing (EC) gains tremendous research momentum, owing to its capability to learn from resource-strenuous

edge nodes with limited network connectivity. Today’s edge devices are extremely heterogeneous, e.g., hardware and software stacks,

and result in high performance variation of training time and inducing extra delay to synchronize and converge. The large body of prior

art accelerates DL, being data or model parallelization, via a centralized server, e.g., parameter server scheme, which may easily turn

into the system bottleneck or single point of failure. In this artice, we propose EdgeGossip, a framework specifically designed to

accelerate the training process of decentralized and Gossip-based DL training for heterogeneous EC platforms. EdgeGossip features

on: (i) low performance variation among multiple EC platforms during iterative training, and (ii) accuracy-aware training to fastly obtain

best possible model accuracy. We implement EdgeGossip based on popular Gossip algorithms and demonstrate its effectiveness

using real-world DLworkloads, i.e., considerably reducing model training time by an average of 2.70 times while only incurring accuracy

losses of 0.78 percent.

Index Terms—Deep learning, decentralized training, gossip, edge computing

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE fast development Edge computing (EC) platform in
recent years extends cloud service capability to the edge

ends of the network [1], [2], e.g., mobile and sensing devi-
ces. The prosperity of EC platforms, either in the industry
(e.g., AWSGreengrass and Azure IoT Edge) or in the open-
source community (e.g., KubeEdge and Apache Edgent),
promotes the adaptation of deep learning (DL) models at
edge devices [3]. Today’s EC platforms however are highly
heterogeneous, i.e., roughly 2 million types of devices con-
figurations [4], due to following two reasons. First, EC plat-
forms have versatile types of hardware (e.g., accelerators
such as TITAN Xp or RTX 2080 Ti Graphics Cards, or differ-
ent CPU types), and different resource capacities (e.g., num-
ber of processor cores, and amount of memory and I/O
bandwidths). Second, platform resources are shared by
both training tasks and its co-running workloads which are
often short-running and cause intermittent inferences. Such
a complex heterogeneity increases the difficulty of DL train-
ing by multiple folds.

Example Scenario. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of DL train-
ing on heterogeneous EC platforms. Three participants work

together to learn a DL model and each participant performs
her/his own training task in a separate EC platform. Conse-
quently, each task has a distinct execution environment: plat-
form 1 has a GPU accelerator, platforms 2 and 3 have
different CPU types and resource capacities, and the work-
loads co-run with the training task continuously change. At
each epoch, eachplatformfirst processes its own local training
data, updates model parameters, and synchronizes informa-
tion (gradients or parameters) either using a central parame-
ter server or in a peer-to-peer fashion via a gossiping protocol.

To enable DL algorithms on distributed environment, the
prior art leverages data parallelism [5], [6], [7], [8] and
model parallelism [9], [10], or develops asynchronous train-
ing algorithms [11], [12] for unreliable networks. Federated
learning paradigm takes a step further to enable training on
datasets distributed among multiple participants [13], [14].
Most of aforementioned approaches, however, rely on a
central scheduling node which easily become the system
bottleneck and a single point of failure.

Decentralized and Gossip-based DL1 training algorithms
are emerging alternatives that offer synchronisation free
solution without the central server [15], [16], [17], [18]. The
prevailing underlying assumption here is that participant
nodes are homogeneous – strongly invalidated by the real-
ity. Indeed, the tasks running in slow platforms can signifi-
cantly delay the overall decentralized training process. Such
a severe yet over-looked performance discrepancy among
EC platforms calls for a new solution that can accelerate the
Gossip-based training process while producing the the best
possible model accuracy.
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1. We interchangiblely use the term of decentralized and Gossip-
based learning in this paper.
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Motivated by the challenge of heterogeneity, we propose
EdgeGossip, a framework to accelerate the Gossip-based
DL training on different EC platforms. The basic approach
taken by EdgeGossip is to maintain low performance het-
erogeneity, i.e., differences in training times, among multi-
ple EC platforms by dynamically determining local data
computation per training epoch. At the same time, Edge-
Gossip minimizes result accuracy losses by first processing
the most accuracy-related parts of input data in each plat-
form through the novel concept of aggregated data points.
In detail, we make the following technical contributions:

� EdgeGossip Framework on Heterogeneous EC Platforms.
A first of kind heterogeneity-aware Gossip train-
ing framework that can ensure the performance
homogeneity.

� Predictive Gossip Training Balancer. The ultra light-
weight balancer dynamically sets the amounts of
data processed in different EC platforms according
to their predicted performances, thus balancing their
training times to accelerate the completion of each
training epoch.

� Accuracy-Aware Trainer. In each platform, the trainer
quickly estimates the effects between different parts
of the input data and model accuracy, and first pro-
cesses the most-accuracy related parts to minimize
accuracy losses.

� Implementation and Evaluation. We implement Edge-
Gossip on KubeEdge, an emerging EC platform in the
Kubenetes ecosystem and incorporate our approach
with the deep ML algorithms in Intel BigDL [7] and
PyTorch [19]. By applying EdgeGossip in the typical
Gossip-based training algorithm and heterogeneous
platforms of CPU and GPU nodes, the evaluation
results show our approach considerably reduces
model training time by 2.70x with small accuracy
losses of 0.78 percent.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces the background of this work and Section 3
presents our approach. Section 4 evaluates the proposed
approach, and finally, Section 5 summarizes the work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we first introduce background of decentral-
ized and Gossip-based training (Section 2.1), following by a
discussion of existing techniques on improving distributed
mode training and challenges of running Gossip-based DL
training in heterogeneous EC platforms (Section 2.2).

2.1 Decentralized and Gossip-Based Training

Parameter server is a major category of centralized training
techniques that can be divided into three categories: (1)
bulk synchronous parallel model that requires all workers
to wait until parameter server completes gradient synchro-
nization and model updating at each iteration [20]; (2) stale
synchronous parallel model that only requires a worker to
wait for other workers once a bounded stale iteration is
reached [21]; (3) asynchronous parallel model that allows
all workers to be fully asynchronous during training [22].

The ring AllReduce approach improves the scalability of
centralized training by organizing all n workers in a ring
topology and dividing each worker’s parameters into n
parts. At each iteration, this approach has two steps: (1) at
the scatter-reduce step, each worker uses one communica-
tion to obtain one part of parameters from another worker.
After n� 1 communications, the worker gets its final set of
parameters; (2) at the allgather step, the worker sends its
final set of parameters to other workers using n� 1 commu-
nications, where each communication transmits one part of
parameters to the subsequent worker in the ring.

Compared to centralized training, the main advantage of
decentralized training lies on addressing the limitation of
communication traffic and computing capacity of the cen-
tral node, thus avoiding the failure of the entire system due
to the synchronization problems with the node’s critical
resources [23]. The basic idea of this training paradigm is to
eliminate the use of the central node and allow training par-
ticipants to exchange information with some of the other
participants in a peer-to-peer fashion [11], [16]. Some
improvement techniques have been proposed to improve
this training paradigm by introducing backup workers and
bounded staleness [24] or joint synchronization [25].

Gossip is a dominant algorithm used in decentralized DL
model training [16], [17], [18], [26]. This algorithm is initially
developed for distributed averaging problems [15], [27],
which iteratively calculate the average vector across all mul-
tiple nodes in a peer-to-peer network topology. When
applying Gossip in DL training, all the training participants
(EC platforms) communicate information according to a
mixed matrix and finally converge to the same minimum.
For example, the process of the typical GoSGD algo-
rithm [18], [26] consists of three steps in a training epoch.
First, for each participant and iteration, the algorithm calcu-
lates gradients using the participant’s local input data and
model, and updates the parameters using the gradients.
The mini-batch gradient descent method is usually used in
this step. Second, it sends weights to other participants
according to the matrix. Finally, it receives weights from
other participants, and merges them with the local weights
to update the model.

Relationship to Federated Learning. After first proposed by
Google in 2016, federated learning [13], [14] enables multiple

Fig. 1. Example heterogeneous EC platforms.
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participants (data owners) to build a common, robust
machine learning model without making public their own
data. To this end, federated learning is designed to solve var-
ious issues related to training data, such as data privacy,
data security, and data heterogeneity. The general principle
of federated learning is to train local models using local data,
while exchanging parameters among different participants,
typically through a central scheduling node like parameter
server [9]. The central node acts as a reference clock for dis-
tributed working nodes, and orchestrates the different steps
of the algorithm by controlling data and computing resource
allocation. The decentralized training studied in this work
naturally applies to federated learning, which enables using
decentralized data for training models. Decentralized train-
ing is prospering topic in federated learning, in particular for
training conducted in an EC environment [14].

2.2 Techniques on Improving Distributed Training

Improving performance in distributed ML and DL has been
the subject of extensive research in recent years, as summa-
rized in Table 1.

First, data parallelization is the most widely used tech-
nique that accelerates the training process by processing
data points in a parallel and distributed manner [5], [6], [7].
Many of these techniques are developed to handle chal-
lenges in data parallelization, such as stragglers [28], I/O
bottlenecks [29], data locality [30], and algorithm-level par-
allelization [31]. MapReduce [5] is a mainstream technique
in this area, some other popular ML engines include Tensor-
Flow [32], PyTorch [19], and MLbase [6].

Some other techniques focus on optimizing the perfor-
mance of specific computations such as join operations [33] or
matrix computations [34] in model training, or they are
designed for specific applications such as graph mining [35],
decision tree ensembles [36], and DL [37].

In addition, approximate computation techniques either
use approximate programs or codes over large datasets
[38], or apply lossy compression schemas to model param-
eters to reduce computation and communication overheads
in training [39].

The above performance improvement techniques cover
different aspects of distributed model training, and most of

them (either data parallelization or model parallelization [9],
[10]) are designed for training built upon a central schedul-
ing node. This work is complementary to existing techni-
ques that it focuses on improving decentralized training
deployed in heterogeneous EC platforms. We summarise
the two key characteristics of such training as follows:

� Real EC nodes, e.g., mobile devices or server nodes,
usually have different resource capacities, and slow
nodes may delay the overall training process in the
Gossip framework. The first challenge, therefore, is
how to coordinate the model training among these
nodes with consideration of their discrepancy of
resources and performances, and try to produce the
best possible results.

� Moreover, even given a resource capacity in a node,
the actual performance of the training task may
degrade, or vary, with time, because it shares devices
resources such as memory, and processing cycles,
and communication bandwidth with other co-run-
ning workloads. The second challenge is to control
how the training algorithm adapts its processing of
data in response to such changes.

3 EDGEGOSSIP

In this section, we first present an overview of EdgeGossip
in Section 3.1, followed by an explanation of its modules in
Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.

3.1 Overview

For a DL training task, EdgeGossip is presented to acceler-
ate its decentralized model training using modules devel-
oped for both the pre-training stage and the the iterative
training stage, as shown in Fig. 2.

The Pre-Training Stage. The module at this stage trans-
forms the input dataset X into multiple aggregated data
points using three steps. Step 1 transforms X into a low-
dimensional dataset X0 that can be processed efficiently by
the following data division step. Step 2 divides the data
points X0 into multiple subsets and preserves data similar-
ity in the division process. Note that at steps 1 and 2, we
selected two and three techniques respectively. These tech-
niques have both good effectiveness and acceptable over-
heads. Finally, step 3 aggregates the information of original
input data point in each subset to generate an aggregated
data point. Note that the above creation process is only
applied once before model training.

The Iterative Training Stage. At this stage, the three mod-
ules are designed to accelerate the model training process.
Before each training epoch, the performance predictor in each
platform reports its estimated performance to the Gossip
training balancer. The balancer reduces the discrepancy
among different platforms’ training times by setting differ-
ent ratios of input data for the coming epoch. In the setting,
platforms of higher performances or smaller input data
sizes are set to process larger ratios of input data. Moreover,
the Accuracy-aware trainer module minimizes the accuracy
losses due to the removed input data. This is achieved by
identifying and first processing the most accuracy-related
input data based on the aggregated data points.

TABLE 1
Existing Performance Improvement Techniques

in Large-Scale ML Applications

Category Introduction

Data
parallelization

Stragglers [28]
I/O bottlenecks [29]
Data locality and task dependency in
MapReduce jobs [30]
Hybrid parallelization strategy [31]

Specific ML
operations or
algorithms

Join operations [33]
Matrix computations [34]
Graph mining [35]
Ensemble learning [36]
Deep learning [37]

Approximate
computation

Approximate programs [38]
Lower precision [39]
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3.2 Input Data Aggregator

The input data aggregator generates aggregated data points
with two basic purposes: preserving data similarity when
grouping input data points and low generation overheads.
To this end, we design an end-to-end process with three
steps (Table 2 lists the symbols used here):

� Dimensionality Reduction. This step is designed to
reduce generation overheads when dealing with high-
dimensional datasets. It employs a dimensionality
reduction technique to transform the original N � d
datasetX into a reducedN � d0 (d0 < < d) datasetX0.

� Similarity-Preserving Data Division. This step divides
the N � d0 dataset X0 into M subsets {X1, X2, ...,XM }
while preserving data similarity. That is, each subset
consists of multiple data points of similar feature
values.

� Aggregated Data Points Generation. Using the first two
steps, the Input Data Aggregator module divides the
reduced dataset X0 (and the original input dataset
X) into M subsets. For each subset, it generates an
aggregated data point using the original input data
points inX in the final step. Specifically, this step cal-
culates the jth feature of the aggregated data point of
subsetXi (1 � i � M and 1 � j � d) as

aj ¼
PjXij

k¼1 x
ðkÞ
j

jXij ; (1)

where x
ðkÞ
j denotes the jth feature of the kth point in

Xi. In generation, each subsets consists of data points
belonging to the same class.

Selection of Aggragation Techniques. We note that there
exists a variety of dimensionality reduction and data vision
techniques. Prevalent techniques of the first type include sin-
gular value decomposition (SVD) based on single data points
or the entire dataset, incremental SVD [40], Hash, Principal
components analysis (PCA), and histogram. Prevalent tech-
niques of the second type include k-means clustering, Local-
ity Sensitive Hash (LSH), and Gaussian mixture model
(GMM). In EdgeGossip, we implemented eight representa-
tive combinations of the above techniques as listed in Fig. 3,
and compare their them with both overhead and accuracy
metrics. The overhead metric is each combination’s time con-
sumption, including the execution times of the three aggre-
gation steps and their total time. The similarity-preserving
metric is denoted by the top-1 classification accuracy of the

Fig. 2. The overview of EdgeGossip.

TABLE 2
A Summary of Symbols

Symbol Symbol meaning

d Data dimensionality of input data
~x The attribute vector ðx1; x2; . . . ; xdÞ of an input

data point
X Input dataset
y The class label of input data point
N The number of points inX
~a An aggregated data point
M The number of aggregated data points

corresponding to the original data points inX Fig. 3. Comparative evaluations of eight combinations of dimensionality
reduction and data vision techniques.
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DL model trained using the generated aggregated data
points. This accuracy represents these points’ approximation
level to the input data. In evaluation, AlexNet and Cifar10
dataset [41] are tested and one aggregated data point corre-
sponds to five original data points. We can observe in 3(a)
that the generation times of four combinations (SVD+GM,
PCA+K-means, PCA+LSH, SVD (based on the entire data-
set)+LSH) are 10 times longer than those of other combina-
tions. In addition, although the last combination (histogram
+K-means) has a similar generation time with the first three
combinations, it has the lowest classification accuracy among
all combinations (Fig. 3b). In conclusion, we select the first
three combinations that achieve both low overheads and

high accuracy. Table 3.2 summarizes the time complexities
of the selected techniques.

Example. Fig. 4 shows an example of generating aggregated
data points. Step 1 transforms a 12� 5 input datasetX into
a 12� 2 dataset X0 using three data aggregation techni-
ques. We can see that in all techniques, the data points
with similar feature values (e.g., points ~x1 and ~x2) still
have similar features in X0. In dimensionality reduction,
the incremental SVD technique uses the longest time (12
time units), and the other two techniques (SVD and hash)
use much shorter times. Based on the reduced dataset X0,
step 2 divides it into four subsets using either k-means
clustering or LSH. We can see that although the two tech-
niques have different data division process, similar data
points in X0 are still divided into the same category.
Finally, step 3 creates aggregated data points according the
divided subsets. Each aggregated data point corresponds
to one to seven original data points.

3.3 Predictive Gossip Training Balancing

In Gossip-based training, predicting performances of training
tasks deployed in different EC platforms is the key step to
accelerate unbalanced training in different platforms. This
prediction is based on the contention information of shared
resources collected by monitors. The proposed performance
predictor comprehensively considers both processor cores

TABLE 3
Time Complexities of Data Aggregation Techniques

Step Technique Time complexity

Dimensionality
reduction

SVD OðN � d3=2Þ
Incremental SVD Oðd0 � e� v�NÞ
Hash OðN � dÞ

Data division LSH Oðd�N � logNÞ
K-means Oðd�M � e�NÞ

1. d0 represent dimensionality after reduction.
2. e represents the number of iterations.
3. v represents the number of attributes used in each iteration.

Fig. 4. An example of generating aggregated data points with three steps.
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(e.g., shared processing units and caches) and I/O resources
(disk and network bandwidths) contended by different
programs in the same node. Table 4 lists the contention infor-
mation of these shared resources, in which core usage repre-
sents the ratio of time running instructions on the cores
(including private cache hits). Note that the contention of
these resources comes from a training task’s co-running pro-
grams within the same service or across other applications,
and node’s hardware/software activities.

The performance predictor consists of two parts. First, in
the presence of fine-grained heterogeneity of resource con-
tentions in each node of the platform, the basic performance
predictor is responsible for collecting the information of
resource sharing and contention, and predicting the impact
on individual node’s performance. Second, the extended per-
formance estimator further calculates the overall perfor-
mance (throughput) of the platform based on the training
implementation topology. With these two parts, the perfor-
mance predictor finally exposes the platform performance
to the Gossip training balancer.

Performance Prediction for a Node. Given a training task
hosted in a node, the basicperformance predictor is developed
to capture the impact of resource sharing and contention on
task’s performance and estimate its processing time t per unit
of input data. The predictor employs a regression model to
describe the relationship between contention information and
processing time t. Specifically, the training of the regression
model takes a set of V samples {(~U1; t1Þ; ð~U2; t2),. . .,(~Uv; tV )}
as input and outputs a model RGð~UÞ, where ~Ui =
(Ucore

i ; UnetworkBW
i ; UdiskBW

i ) (i= 1,. . .,V ) and the training sam-
ples can be obtained from profiling runs or historical running
logs. In model RGð~UÞ, ~U = (Ucore; UnetworkBW;UdiskBW ) repre-
sents the CPU, network, and disk utilizations of the task’s
co-running jobs in the same node. The task’s process time is
predicted as: t0 �RGð~UÞ, where t0 denotes the task’s original
processing time without performance inference and RGð~UÞ
denotes the performance depredation ratio (RGð~UÞ > 1). We
note that ECnodesmay have random slowdown,which influ-
ences t0 in the basic performance predictor. Hence the predic-
tion mechanism can handle such slowdown by dynamically
changing t0 according to themachine status.

Performance Estimation for an EC Platform. Support the
training task is parallelized across I executors (nodes) of the
platform. Using the basic performance predictor, the ith
executor’s processing time ti per unit of input data is calcu-
lated according to its hosted node. The extended perfor-
mance estimator then calculates the overall throughput p of
the platform by taking a summarization of all executors: p ¼PI

i¼1
1
ti
, where 1

ti
represents the number of processed input

data points per unit of time (e.g., 100 points per second).

The estimation of p is based on the assumption that the I
parallel executors have the same processing algorithm.

Algorithm 1. Gossip Training Balancing Algorithm

Require: E: the total number of EC platforms;
pi: the predicted throughput (number of processed data
points per second) in platform i (1 � i � E);
jXij: the number of data points in datasetXi;
T ½i�: platform i’s estimated processing time of completing
its epoch;
ri: the ratio of platform i’s kept trainingdata at the next epoch;
F ½i�: the failure status of platform i.

1. Obtains performances p1 to pE ;
2. for (i=1; i � E; i++) do
3. if (pi < pthreshold) then
4. F ½i� ¼ 1; // platform i is failed;
5. T ½i� ¼ 1;
6. else
7. F ½i� ¼ 0;
8. T ½i� ¼ jXij

pi
;

9. end if

10. if (

PE

j¼1
F ½j�

E > fthreshold) then

11. Halt the balancing process and trigger an exceptional
handling;

12. end if
13. end for
14. Sort theE platforms in ascending order according to their

estimated processing times,where T ½i� � T ½iþ 1�
(i=1,...E � 1);

15. for (i=1; i � Esuccessful; i++) do
16. t0i=

T ½i�
T ½1� ;

17. ri=
1
t0
i
;

18. end for
19. Return {r1, r2,..., rE}.

Gossip Training Balancer. Given a set ofE EC platforms and
their predicted performances, the steps of the Gossip training
balancer are detailed in Algorithm 1. This algorithm is exe-
cuted before each epoch of model training. It first obtains the
platforms of all E platforms (line 1). If platform i’s perfor-
mance pi is smaller than a threshold (e.g., 0.001), this platform
is judged as a failure one (lines 3 to 5) and its estimated proc-
essing time T ½i� is set as infinity; otherwise the processing
time is calculated as its input data size jXij divided by its pre-
dicted throughput pi (lines 6 to 8). The calculation is based on
the assumption that the E platforms have the same training
algorithm and their local input datasets have the same feature
space. Hence a platform’s estimated training time depends on
its performance and input data size. Note that previous stud-
ies show portion of devices that drop out due to computation
or network errors ranges between 6 to 10 percent [16]. In the
Gossip-based training scenario, a small portion of failure plat-
forms does not have an immediate negative impact on the
training convergency time, because remaining platforms will
continue to make progress. If this portion is larger than a
threshold fthreshold (e.g., 10 percent), the algorithm triggers an
exception handling that can execute the training tasks of the
failure platforms in other nodes (lines 10 to 12). Subsequently,
the algorithm ranks the E platforms in ascending order
according to their estimated processing times (line 14).
Finally, the algorithm sequentially calculates each platform’s

TABLE 4
Contention Information of Shared Resources
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ratio of kept input data (line 15 to 18). A platform of shorter
estimated time is set to process a higher ratio of input data,
and vice versa. Such setting balances the training time of these
heterogeneous platforms.

Overhead Analysis. In our predictive Gossip training bal-
ancer, the overhead of the performance predictor consists of
two parts. The first part comes from collecting different
resource usages (processor cores, disk and network I/O
bandwidths) by accessing the information stored in the
/proc filesystem in Linux based systems. The predictor
collects the information once every second and periodically
(e.g., 1 minute) writes the mean resource utilizations to a
Redis data store. Hence the second part is the communica-
tion cost between the predictor and the balancer. In addi-
tion, the time complexity of the Gossip training balancing
algorithm is OðElogEÞ, where E is the number of EC
platforms.

3.4 Accuracy-Aware Trainer

In each EC platform, the steps of accuracy-aware training in
an epoch are detailed in Algorithm 2. The algorithm first esti-
mates the M aggregated data points’ effects on model accu-
racy (line 1). In a multi-class problem, the effect of an
aggregated point ai is calculated as the value of the loss func-
tion to be minimized in training, similar to current impor-
tance sampling techniques [42]. Note that importance
sampling employs input data points’ loss values to skew the
sampling towards important ones and select a subset of input
data to improve the convergence speed. This subset is kept
unchanged during the iterative training process. In contrast,
our approach dynamically changes the ratios of processed
input data at each iteration according to the predicted per-
formances in all EC platforms. Subsequently, the algorithm
first ranks the aggregated data points in descending order
according to their effect values (line 2), it then uses each
point’s ranking order to decide the ranking order of its corre-
sponding subset of original data points (line 3). That is, a
higher value of ei means ai and its corresponding subset Xa

1

has a higher correlation to model parameter updating, thus
having a higher probability of improvemodel accuracy.

Based on the ranked subsets of input data, the algorithm
performs the training iterations in an epoch (line 6 to 16).
Specifically, the algorithm sequentially adds the ranked sets
to Xiteration, which includes at least b data points to be used
in the next training iteration (line 8 to 12). This addition is
based on the idea that the data points with higher ranks,
namely higher correlations to model accuracy, are first used
in model training, because processing a proportion of the
top ranked points determines most of the model accuracy.

4 EVALUATION

Our evaluation of EdgeGossip on real-life DL applications has
three objectives. First we show the effectiveness of EdgeGos-
sip against the typical Gossip algorithm in reducing model
training time (Section 4.2). Then, we present the timing and
accuracy advantages achieve in two keymodules of EdgeGos-
sip: the generation and processing overheads of aggregated
data points (Section 4.3), and the accuracy and overheads of
the proposed performance predictor (Section 4.4). Finally, we
discuss the factors that influence EdgeGossip (Section 4.5).

Algorithm 2. Accuracy-Aware Training in Platform i

Require:Xi: the training data in platform i;
{a1, a2,..., aM }: theM aggregated data points in platform i;
ei: ai’s effect on model accuracy (1 � i � m);
Xa

i : the set of original data points represented by ai;
ri: the ratio of kept data;
b: the batch size per training iteration;

1. Process theM aggregated data points to estimate their
effects e1 to eM ;

2. Rank theM points in descending order according to their
effect values;

3. Obtain the ranked sets {Xa
1 ; X

a
2 ,...,X

a
M } according to the

ranking orders of aggregated data points;
4. bprocessed=0; //the number of processed input data
5. i=1; //the index of processed aggregated data point
6. while (bprocessed � jXij � ri) do
7. Xiteration=f;
8. for (; i � M ; i++) do
9. Xiteration=Xiteration [Xa

i

10. if (jXiterationj � b) then
11. Break; //stop the for loop
12. end if
13. end for
14. Perform an iteration of model training usingXiteration;
15. bprocessed=bprocessed þ jXiterationj;
16. end while

4.1 Evaluation Settings

Experimental Environment. The experiments are performed in
three types of heterogeneous EC platforms, including one
CPU platform and two GPU platforms. In the CPU platform,
each node is equipped with 18-core Intel E5-2695 v4 process-
ors, and 256 GB of DRAM. The first GPU platform has 12-core
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700K processors, 12-GB TITAN Xp
Graphics Card, and 64 GB memory. The second GPU plat-
form has 88-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6238 processors, 11-
GBGeForce RTX 2080 Ti Graphics Card, and 512GBmemory.
All nodes run Linux Ubuntu 18.04. In the Spark cluster, the
JDK, Spark, and KubeEdge versions are 1.8.0.181, 2.4.3, and
v1.15.3 respectively. In the PyTorch cluster, the python,
pytorch, cuda, cudnn, and redis versionts are 3.7.7, 1.6.0, 10.1,
7.6.3, and 4.0.9, respectively.

TestedWorkloads and Datasets. We consider two popular DL
models (LeNet-5 [43] and AlexNet [44]) based on the imple-
mentation of EdgeGossip in PyTorch. LeNet-5 has 60k param-
eters and it is tested using the MNIST dataset [45]. AlexNet
has 61.5 million parameters and it is tested using the Cifar10
dataset [41] and the downsampled ImageNet8� 8 data-
set [46]. Using Cifar10, we also tested two typical DL models
widely used in EC and mobile devices: Squeezenet [47] and
MobileNets-v2 [48]. Both models achieve similar levels of
accuracy with AlexNet but have much smaller numbers of
parameters and thus have lower inference time. Both MNIST
and Cifar10 datasets have 60k data points and the numbers of
training and testing points are 50k and 10k, respectively.
ImageNet dataset has 1.28 million data points from 1000 clas-
ses and 50k testing points (50 ones per class) [46].

Model Training Settings. The mini-batch gradient descent
method [49] is used in model training. For all models, the
learning rate, the momentum, and the batch size are set to
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0.01, 0.9, and 64, respectively. Note that in all comparative
evaluations, we use the same hyperparameters and initial
model parameters.

Evaluation Metrics. For a fair comparison, we report both
performance and accuracy metrics in model training. The per-
formance is the model training time across different epochs.
In our approach, this time also includes the generation and
processing times of aggregated data points. The accuracy
metric is top-1 classification accuracy on the test set: the top
1 predicted class (the one having the highest probability) is
the same as the actual class label.

4.2 Effectiveness of Training Acceleration

Here, we evaluate the effectiveness of EdgeGossip in acceler-
ating model training. We implement our approach in the
representative GoSGD algorithm for deep learning [18], [26],
and compare the standard GoSGD algorithm with EdgeGos-
sip. We test different cases of Gossip-based training from
three aspects: (1) four DL models (LeNet-5, AlexNet, Squee-
zenet, and MobileNets); (2) three input data generation
methods, in which the dimension reduction techniques are
SVD, Incremental SVD, and Hash respectively, and the data
division techniques are K-means, LSH, and K-means respec-
tively. In all methods, the aggregation ratio (the number of
original input data points divided by the number of aggre-
gated data points) is 10. (3) Five training deployments. The
first deployment has four EC platforms (two CPU ones and

two GPU ones), and each platform has 25 percent of training
data. The following four deployments correspond to four
different numbers of platforms for LeNet-5 and AlexNet. In
each deployment, training tasks co-run with MapReduce
workloads (WordCount and Sort, whose input data size
ranges from 1MB to 10 GB) in the executor nodes.

Fig. 5 shows the comparative results in terms of training
time (x axis) and top-1 accuracy (y axis) for the first deploy-
ment. We can observe that during the iterative training pro-
cess, applying GossipEdge to balance the training times
across different EC platforms considerably accelerates the
training speed. In addition, both approaches obtain similar
accuracies after convergence. These results verify that using
aggregated data points (generated by any of the three meth-
ods), GossipEdge correctly identifies and removes less accu-
racy-related input data and the retained input data in slow
platforms contributes to large parts of model accuracy.

Fig. 6 further shows the comparative results under differ-
ent scales of deployments. For both models, the training
takes longer time when the scale becomes larger and the
communications among different EC platforms increase.
Figs. 6a1 to 6d1 show that in LeNet-5, the acceleration of
training time is smaller than other models. This is because
when the deployment scale increases, the accuracy quickly
increases to 0.95 in this simple model and hence the training
times in EdgeGossip and GoSGD are similar. In addition, the
results in Figs. 5c, 5d and 6(b1 show that Squeezenet and

Fig. 5. Comparison of training time and model accuracy with GoSGD.

Fig. 6. Comparison of training time and model accuracy under different numbers of EC platforms.
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MobileNets-v2 have longer training time than AlexNet when
processing the same dataset (Cifar10). This is because both
models reduce parameters by increasing the numbers of fea-
ture maps using 3� 3 and 1� 1 convolutional layer, and thus
have much more expensive computations of convolutional
layers inmodel training. In conclusion, EdgeGossip is applica-
ble to models with high training complexity (e.g., Squeezenet
and MobileNets-v2), which causes a large discrepancy of
training times among different EC platforms and hence
EdgeGossip accelerates model training by reducing such per-
formance discrepancy. The effectiveness of EdgeGossip is
also influenced by the scale of training deployment for a simi-
lar reason, because the increase of scale may bring a higher
heterogeneity in EC platforms and thus increases of discrep-
ancy of training times among these platforms.

4.3 Overheads of Aggregated Data Points

In this section, we evaluate the overheads of aggregated data
points in terms of their generation and processing times. At
the pre-training stage, the generation overhead comes from
the three operations on the input data: dimension reduction,
data division, and generation of aggregated data points. We
report the execution time of each part. At the iterative training
stage, the processing overhead comes from calculating aggre-
gated data points’ losses. This calculation is performed before
each training epoch, and we report its percentage computation
time, which denotes the execution time of this calculation
divided by the total execution time in an epoch.

Evaluation Settings. We test the same generation methods
as the previous section. In SVD, the number of singular
value is 10, that is: the reduced dimensionality d0=10. In the
optimization process of Incremental SVD, 1 percent of origi-
nal feature values are used, the learning rate is 0.001, the
constant value l=0.015, and the number of iterations is 20.
The dimensionality after reduction is d0 ¼ log 2

0:1�d
aggregation ratio .

In Hash, the ”fingerprint” length, namely the reduced
dimensionality d0, is 10. In K-means clustering, the number
of iterations is 20 and the number of cluster centroids is

N
aggregation ratio . Similarity, in LSH, the number of buckets is

N
aggregation ratio . For each technique, we test three cases of

input data aggregation, whose aggregation ratios are 5, 10,
and 20, respectively. The evaluation is performed in a Spark
cluster with one master node and one executor node (both
nodes belong to the CPU platform).

Generation Time. Fig. 7 shows the generation times of
three operations in each technique. We can see that in tech-
nique 1 (Figs. 7a and 7d) and technique 3 (Figs. 7c and 7f),
data division (using K-means) take most of the generation
time. In contrast, dimensionality reduction (using incremen-
tal SVD) takes the longest time in technique 2 (Figs. 7b and
7e). These results verify the analysis of time complexity in
Table 3. In addition, a larger aggregation ratio (e.g., 20)
means a smaller number of aggregated data points, and
these points also need less time to generate. In conclusion,
the generation time of all three techniques is much shorter
than that of model training time.

Processing Time. Fig. 8 further shows the training time
breakdown of two parts: processing aggregated data points
and the training time using the retained input data. We can
see that the execution time of processing aggregated data
points is inversely proportional to the aggregation ratio.
That is, a larger ratio (less aggregated data points) means
shorter processing time. When considering all evaluation
cases, processing aggregated data points only takes an aver-
age of 3.0 and 8.78 percent of the training time in LeNet-5
and AlexNet, respectively.

4.4 Effectiveness of Performance Predictor

In decentralized DL training, the accuracy of the perfor-
mance predictor decides the ratio of kept input data in each
EC platform, and thus the training time of platforms in an
epoch. In this section, we first evaluate this accuracy with
consideration of both different resource capacities and changing
performance interferences. The evaluation is conducted in CPU
platforms, and each platform has a VM of 4 CPU cores and
4 GB in its executor node. In the VM, we run MapReduce
workload (WordCount or Sort) as the co-running job. We
tested 13 different input data sizes (between 1 MB to 10 GB)
for either workload to reflect the different performance inter-
ferences to the training task.

Prediction Accuracy. Fig. 9 shows the mean and variance
of prediction errors of our performance predictor under dif-
ferent co-running workloads. We can see that when the
input data size of the co-running workload increases, the
prediction error slightly increases. This is because the work-
load with larger input data consumes more resources and
thus may cause more interferences. To demonstrate this,
Fig. 10 shows the utilizations of three shared resources
(CPU cores, network and disk bandwidths) under different
input data sizes. For each resource type, the distribution of
its utilizations (mean � 2 standard deviations (SDs)) is
reported. We can observe that with larger input data sizes,
the CPU utilization of both workloads increases, and the
disk utilization of the Sort workload increases because this
workload is more I/O intensive than WordCount. Also,
both workloads have larger fluctuations in network and
disk bandwidths with larger input data sizes, thus may
cause larger performance interferences. Overall, the average
prediction error is 4.30 percent, which means our perfor-
mance predictor precisely estimates the platform perform-
ances under different resource contentions.

Fig. 7. Generation time breakdown under three aggregation ratios.
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Prediction Overheads. Fig. 11 shows the two major over-
heads of the performance predictor: collecting resource
usages and communication with Redis. Each test was
repeated 10 times for consistency and the average is
reported. The evaluation results show: (i) both overheads
are two or three orders of magnitude shorter than 1 second,
thus having negligible impact on the model training; (ii) the
overhead increases when the input data size of the co-run-
ning workload increases. The overhead of the Sort workload
is larger because this workload incurs larger fluctuations in
resource usages.

4.5 Discussions

EdgeGossip provides the notion of trade-off between training
time and model accuracy in decentralized DL training. In this
section, we take the LeNet-5 workload as an example and
design experiments to discuss other practical factors that influ-
ence such a trade-off. The following experiments are conducted
under the same evaluation settings as previous sections.

Discussion of Unbalanced Platform Resources. In this evalua-
tion, we test two larger unbalanced situations: the resource
capacity of fast CPU platforms are 3 and 5 times larger than
that of slow platforms. This increased unbalance has twofold
effects, as shown in Fig. 12. First of all, the GoSGD algorithm
needs longer time to complete the training process, because
slow platforms cause a longer delay in each epoch’s

synchronization. Second, GossipEdge can still maintain simi-
larmodel training times but also incurs slightly larger accuracy
losses, because less input data is processed in slowplatforms.

Fig. 8. Percentage training time breakdown under three aggregation
ratios.

Fig. 9. Prediction errors of the performance predictor with different co-
running jobs.

Fig. 10. Utilizations of three shared resources under different workloads.

Fig. 11. Overheads of the performance predictor under different
workloads.

Fig. 12. Comparison of training time and model accuracy under different
unbalanced resources.
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Discussion of Aggregation Ratios. In the accuracy-aware
trainer, the aggregation ratio is a key parameter that deter-
mines aggregated data points’ granularity of approximating
the input data. In addition to the previous ratio (10), we test
two new aggregation ratios (5 and 20) in this experiment.
The results in Fig. 13 show that selecting a larger ratio (20)
results in a smaller number of aggregated data points, thus
requiring shorter processing time on aggregated data points
but also cause slightly lower model accuracies. Note that
the reduced processing time has a very small influence on
the total model training time, because this time takes less
than 3 percent of training time at each epoch.

Results. When considering different model and deployment set-
tings, EdgeGossip accelerates the standard Gossip training process
by an average of 2.70 times with small accuracy losses of 0.78 percent.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented EdgeGossip to accelerate the
training process of decentralized DL in heterogeneous EC
platforms, and demonstrated its effectiveness using popular
DL algorithms. EdgeGossip is based on two key ideas: (1) it
balances the training times among different EC platforms
according to their predicted performances; (2) using aggre-
gated data points, it quickly identifies the most accuracy-
related parts of input data and first process them to improve
model accuracy. Evaluation results using real workloads
demonstrate the effectiveness of EdgeGossip in bringing
considerable reductions in model training times while only
causing small accuracy losses.
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